
Active prevention steps from ACS to reduce property crimes by
securing personal property and eliminating opportunity for crime to happen!

5 Steps to Reduce Property Crime

At ACS Security, we’re proud to promote safer communities and 24/7 protection.
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1. Secure Your Valuables
Make sure all entry points to your home or vehicle are locked and always keep 
items of value secure and out of view.

2. Utilize ACS Patrol Services (if you are a subscriber)
Use Vacation Watch while you’re away from home, request Escort Services if 
you’re getting home late or alone, and report suspicious activity 24-hours a day 
for Patrol Response.

3. See Something, Say Something
No one knows the immediate area around your residence like you. Always share 
any suspicious observations – the key to a safer community is communication!

4. Deterrence Begins with You
Utilize all aspects of your ACS Security system, like activated outdoor smart 
lighting, motion activated camera systems, and always arm your system
– even when you’re at home.

5. Awareness
Always stay aware of your surroundings, including the people, vehicles, and 
activity in your community.



Protect your home and family from burglary and theft with these
preventative measures from ACS Security.

Steps to Burglary Prevention

Steps to Theft Prevention

Install and use a monitored residential alarm system that:
- Covers all entry points to the residence
- Provides coverage for all bedrooms
- Dispatches ACS Patrol as the primary responder on all activations

Reduce the risk of property loss by:
- Securing open garage doors when not actively attended
- Never leaving items of value unsecured in plain view
- Securing vehicles whenever left out of direct view, even inside garages
- Cataloging all personal items of value and store small items of high    
   value (such as jewelry) in a safe or lockbox
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At ACS Security, we’re proud to promote safer communities and 24/7 protection.
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